
Abstract— This paper presents a new suboptimal design for

stable fuzzy controller. Using fuzzy plant model and locally

optimal gains (based on LQR design), we suggest a sufficient

condition for stability of the closed-loop system that can be

expressed as Linear Matrix Inequalities. Provided that we have

an accurate fuzzy model of the plant, the real system is globally

stable too. This new approach facilitates the design process

much yielding sub-optimal global design. Simulation results

show that even if we have not an exact fuzzy model

representation, this method increases attraction domain of the

system comparing with conventional linear optimal controllers.

I. INTRODUCTION

uzzy controllers have found popularity in many practical

situations. Many difficult plants have been controlled

very well using fuzzy controllers without any difficult

analyses common in classical control design. In designing a

controller (e.g. for driving a car), expert’s knowledge

(driver’s ability to drive) can be used easily, which is not the

case for classical controllers. Beside that, fuzzy controllers

are general nonlinear controller, which their benefits are

well-known [1]. In spite of these advantageous properties of

fuzzy controllers, the main crisis of them was the absence of

a formal method for proving the system’s stability.

However, after introducing the fuzzy plant modeling in [2],

some methods for stable controller design have arisen. The

approach is based on fuzzy modelling of a nonlinear plant as

a sum of nonlinear-weighted linear subsystems. Following

this approach, one can design a linear controller for each

subsystem and satisfying some constraints expressible as

Linear Matrix Inequalities (LMI), stability of the whole

system can be proved [3]-[11]. This is what we call Takagi-

Sugeno (T-S) fuzzy controller. The idea is similar to

traditional gain scheduling method in which controlling

gains change according to the state of the system [12]. The

difference is that in T-S controllers, feedback gains changes

gradually as the system’s state changes and usually this

property provides a better performance.

Although the common approach to proving stability of the

fuzzy controller is well-defined, incorporating optimality

criterion in this framework is difficult. Most researches seek

for a stable controller and adding optimality measure such as

2
H or H make the constrained optimization problem
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very complex. In this paper, we propose a method to

facilitate this process by using locally optimal design instead

of trying to prove the stability and optimality of the whole

controller. Doing so, we gain suboptimal solution with much

less complicated procedure.

After this introduction, we present T-S plant model and

propose a locally optimal fuzzy nonlinear controller in

section II. In section III, we test the method on a nonlinear

plant, and after that in section IV, conclusions are made.

II. FUZZY PLANT MODEL AND NONLINEAR STATE

FEEDBACK CONTROLLER

We consider a nonlinear controller with all system states

accessible. We assume that the plant can be represented by a

fuzzy plant model. Our goal is designing a nonlinear state

feedback controller.

A. Fuzzy Plant Model

Jacobian Linearization is a common approximation for

nonlinear plants. With the linearized plant, we can use linear

control theory methods to design controllers. However, the

main deficiency of this method is its local validity, i.e. there

is no guarantee of being stable, or retaining the performance

and robustness in state space places other than linearization

point. However, the region of stability can be expanded by

linearizing at different points of the state space and

interpolating between them. It can be proved that we can

approximate nonlinear plant using these nonlinearly

combined linear plants with any accuracy, or more precisely,

homogenous T-S model (that we will introduce it later) is

dense in
1
C and general inhomogeneous T-S model is dense

in
3
C [13]. In addition, if we have a physical model of the

system, T-S fuzzy model can represent exact nonlinear

dynamics of it (globally or semi-globally), although we may

need too many rules for that representation ([8] and [5]). We

do not follow this exact method in this paper.

Let r be the number of fuzzy rules describing the

nonlinear plant. The i
th
rule is of the following form
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i
B are state transition matrix and input matrix,

respectively. Let us use product operator as the t-norm

operator of the antecedent part of rules and the center of

mass method for defuzzification. If we denote ))(( tx
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B. Quadratic Stability

After defining the model, we want to find the condition

under which the system is stable. The following theorem

provides a sufficient condition for quadratic stability.

Theorem 1. The continuous uncontrolled ( 0=u ) fuzzy

system of (1) and (2) is globally quadratically stable if there

exists a common positive definite matrix
T
PP = such that

r1,...,i,0 =<+
i

T

i
PAPA (4)

Proof. Select ( ) PxxtxV
T=)( as a candidate for

Lyapunov function. The derivative of V along system

trajectory is
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is a scalar and rearranging, we have
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so if we can find a common Positive Definite (P.D.)

matrix P that make
i

T

i
PAPA + Negative Definite (N.D.)

for all
i
A , 0<V& and stability is guaranteed.

Finding a common P can be considered as LMI problem.

There is no analytical method for solving it, but as it is a

convex optimization problem, we can use numerical

methods and be sure that if there is any solution, it can be

found. We used Matlab LMI toolbox for solving this

problem [14].

It is important to note that this theorem provides only

sufficient conditions. Beside that, it has a conservative

nature. The system may be asymptotically stable but not

quadratic stable, and if it is the case, we cannot find common

P though the system is stable. Moreover, we do not

investigate the effect of )(xh
i

at all. We may design )(xh
i

in order to make the whole summation N.D. but

i

T

i
PAPA + s are not. It seems that it is useful to investigate

this effect explicitly (Reference [4] used the effect of

membership in his analysis but it was not a general treatment

of the problem).

C. Parallel Distributed Compensation

Having T-S plant model, we can use Parallel Distributed

Compensation (PDC) control defined as follows
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With similar assumption as T-S plant model, we can write

control signal as

=

=
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in which
i
K s are state feedback gains. We can see it as

local gains of gain scheduling design which overall control

signal is made from combining each local control signal with

different weights according to the closeness to the each

rule’s region.

We write closed-loop system by combining (2) and (6) as
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where jiiij KBAG == . It is easy to obtain the following
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result using Theorem 1.

Corollary 1: The fuzzy system (2) with fuzzy control of

(6) is globally stable if there exists
T
PP = such that

r1,...,ji,,0
22

=<
+

+
+ jiij

T

jiij GG
PP

GG
(8)

D. Locally Optimal Design

We proposed a sufficient condition for stability of T-S

controller but how should we choose
i
K s? There are some

trends in literature: someone chose it using pole placement

method and some other considered it as a variable of design.

We suggest using locally optimal LQR design to obtain the

gains and then look for some common P in order to prove

the stability of the system. Although locally optimal design

is not globally optimal too, but it may have a rather good

sub-optimal performance, which is desirable, specially

considering that designing optimal nonlinear controller is not

a trivial task. We should mention that [15] used similar

method of fuzzy gain scheduling but they did not use fuzzy

plant model and no stability proof was given. In addition,

[16] devised an evolutionary-based method for optimal

fuzzy controller design, but it was different with our

approach as it did not use T-S model and no stability proof

was given too.

Steady state linear quadratic regulator (LQR) problem can

be formulated as
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It is not difficult to show that optimal gain is (e.g. [17])

PBRK
T1=

= (10)

in which P is a solution of the following algebraic

Ricatti equality:

0
1

=++ PBPBRQPAPA
TT

(11)

For designing suboptimal T-S controller, we select some

membership functions and linearize following system at

centers of membership functions

),( uxfx =& (12)

where
n

x and
m

u , in order to obtain
i
A and

i
B s

of fuzzy plant model (1). After that, we calculate
i
K of each

subsystem using LQR design and then test for stability of the

whole system. If it is not stable, we may change linearization

points or feedback gains a little in order to attain stability.

III. EXPERIMENTS

Designed closed-loop system was proved stable. What can

we say about stability of real plant (not T-S model) and

proposed controller? If we use an exact fuzzy model (such as

[8] and [5]), the controlled system is stable too. On the other

hand, if we approximate the model with a T-S model, we

may have some modelling error which depends on the

number of the rules, places of the rules, and the shape of

membership functions. Because of modeling error, T-S plant

model is not the same as the real one (12) and therefore we

cannot be certain of the global stability of overall system.

However, it is supposed that it has larger region of attraction

than what we can get from a linear controller. As an

example, we test our method on a nonlinear mass-spring-

damper system (similar to [6]). The plant is defined as

( ) ( ) ( ) )()()()(),()( tutxtxftxtxgtxM &&&& =++ (13)

where M is mass, )(g is damper nonlinearity, )(f is

spring nonlinearity, )( is input nonlinearity and u is

external force. Choosing nonlinearity as
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and selecting xx =
1

and
12
xx &= , we can write in state

space form
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Doing Jacobian linearization, we have
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where
0
x s are center points of membership functions. Here
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we design locally optimal controllers and blend them using

aforementioned method. In this experiment, we use five

different linearization points placed at
T)00( ,

T)55( ,

T)55( = ,
T)55(= , and

T)55( == (and

correspondingly five rules) with exponential decaying

membership function centers around those points as

=
2

2

2

)(
exp))((µ c

M

xx
txk . (18)

In these experiments, we have selected 3
2
= . Using

22
= IQ and 1=R , we compare optimal linear design

with this new method. You can see the comparison of LQR

controller with T-S controller in Fig. 1. It is seen that when

initial point is near to equilibrium, both of them is almost the

same but as the distance increases, the difference becomes

apparent. T-S controller has lower overshoot. Beside that

linear controller is not stable whenever the initial condition

is too far from equilibrium point (e.g.

( ){ }25.5|0 01010 >xxx
T

, but this nonlinear T-S

controller is. As an example of the behavior of our fuzzy

controller in far from equilibrium point, its response to

( )Tx 010
0
= is depicted in Fig. 2. It is evident that the

new controller brings a larger region of attraction.

In order to compare performance of linear controller with

fuzzy controller, we have averaged performance measure (J

of (9)) of these two methods over a region. The region is a

rectangle ranged from ( )T44 == to ( )T44 which is

divided into 1600 points ( 4040 uniform grid divisions).

In this region, both controllers are stable. We have done the

test with three different performance measures: one with

{
22

= IQ , 1=R } another with {
22

10= IQ , 1=R }

and the last one with {
22

= IQ , 10=R }. You can see the

results in Table 1. Further investigations shows that T-S

controller acts a little worse than linear controller when

initial conditions are near zero point but is better when it is

farther and its overall performance is somehow better except

in the last case (Fig. 3). This is due to the effect of other not-

Performance measure LQR Locally optimal TS

22
= IQ , 1=R 5.8023 5.4715

22
10= IQ , 1=R 9.0696 8.4492

22
= IQ , 10=R 5.5805 5.6195

TABLE I
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON BETWEEN LINEAR AND TS CONTROLLERS
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Fig. 1. Comparison of our method (bold) and linear (dotted) controllers with near the equilibrium initial
conditions.
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around-center controllers that change the control signal. This

effect can be reduced by increasing the number of fuzzy

rules and decreasing the width of membership functions.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a stable nonlinear fuzzy controller

based on parallel distributed fuzzy controllers. Each sub-

controller is LQR designed and provides local optimal

solutions. If we have the exact fuzzy plant model, the system

will be globally stable. Even if we do not have the exact

model, the result is satisfactory and has a large attraction

region. More investigations are needed in order to clarify the

relation between model accuracy and stability region. Beside

that, we use locally optimal linear controllers in our design.

This is one way for designing suboptimal fuzzy controllers.

There exists another method in which an upper bound of

performance index that is expressed using LMI framework is

minimized ([18] and [19]). This other method results in

suboptimal controllers too. Comparison of these two

methods will be done in our further researches.
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